
Retro-install TileBud to seal 

a flange-free shower base 

or bathtub rim/wall joint

Install TileBud during 

installation of a flange-free  

shower base or bathtub

Install TileBud over a flange-

free shower base/bathtub rim.

Install TileBud over a shower 

base or bathtub with an 

integral tiling flange

Range of Installation Components

Alcohol Wipes

1/4"x1/2" (6mm x 12mm)

Backer Rod

Alignment

Wheel

Sealux-N 

Silicone
Spatula4“ (100mm) Sealux Strip

Alignment

Card

Installation Tools

Quad. Spatula

Alignment

Guide
1/4" (6mm) Round

Backer Rod
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Installation Options

Shower Base and Bathtub Tile Flange Kit

Installation Animations: www.flangeband.com 
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Remove

painter’s

tape.

Rub up silicone 
to fall towards
rim.

Apply Sealux-N 

into joint.

Spread thinly.

Sealux-N can be used as a strip adhesive     

on most wall substrates if painters tape is 

first applied outside the strip boundaries.

® Installation Option 2

Apply sealant lightly.

Liner

Remove the painters 
tape tabs.

Align & hang strip to wall line 
using painters tape tabs. Ensure 
strip extends fully into corners.

Sidewall

Install TileBud during installation of a flange-free shower base or 

bath tub into a 2-wall enclosure. Next page for 3-wall enclosures.
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1. Locate receptor temporarily

in working position. With the

folded strip alignment card on

the rim, mark walls 3” (75mm)

above the rim. Mark walls 1/4"

(6mm) outside receptor ends

to accommodate backer rod.

Remove receptor and draw lines through
wall marks. Measure and cut strip to extend
over wall between receptor end marks.
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4. Carefully peel off the entire release liner leaving the strip hanging - but not bonded to the wall. 5.

Use the spatula to firstly press-bond the strip fully into each corner and then to press-bond the

exposed adhesive bed on the back of the strip against the walls without creasing it in the process.

7-8. Tape strip back from wall. Apply approved adhesive sealant, thin set mortar or waterproofing 

compound between wall line and strip. 9. Unfold strip and press firmly to engage adhesive bed.

11. Clean rim and sidewalls with alcohol wipes. 12. With backer rod alignment guide on rim

overhanging sidewall, progressively remove adhesive release liner off backer rod and bond

backer rod to sidewall, in the process keeping top side of backer rod lightly touching underside of

alignment guide. 13. Apply painters tape over flat rim surface. 14. Install receptor and test waste

pipes for leaks. 15-16. Apply silicone into joint and rub up, completing one side at a time.



® Installation Option 2a ctd.

12a. The 1/4” x 1/2” (6mm x 12mm) backer rod is pre-slit to allow

removal of portion Z to increase compressibility when installing into

joints. 12a/12c. Using the backer rod alignment wheel and a nozzle

(N), roll-press the chosen backer rod a minimum depth of 1/4”

(6mm) into the joint. 13a. If painters tape is not yet applied, apply it

now over flat rim surfaces just inside perimeter corners.

Apply Sealux-N silicone into joint and rub up - completing one side

at a time as detailed in images 15-18 on previous page.

13a

Option: 1/4”
round backer rod

1/4” x 1/2” 
backer rod

Apply painters 

tape over  

ledge.

N N
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Options to consider when installing TileBud during installation 

of a flange-free shower base or bath tub into a 3-wall enclosure.

Compared with 2-wall enclosures, installing large heavy receptors into 3-wall enclosures

can present additional challenges because of variances in enclosure widths and a more

restrictive workspace. For 3-wall enclosures, amend previous 2-wall instructions as follows.

How to mark out the strip position on the wall without installing the receptor - if preferred.

First, ensure floor is flat and the enclosure width is at least the receptor width plus 1/4” (6mm) to

accommodate location of the Sealux strip and silicone between receptor and sidewall. To calculate

the height of the strip upper edge on the wall above the floor, add 3” (75mm) onto the height the

rim will be above floor - after installation. Mark walls at the calculated height and also mark walls

1/4” (6mm) outside receptor ends. Proceed thereafter as detailed in images 2-10 on previous page.

How to proceed with the installation of sealant backer rod in 3-wall shower enclosures:

If enclosure width between opposing strip faces is 1/2” (12mm) or more wider than receptor width,

proceed as detailed in previous page as there is room for the receptor with backer rods attached.

If enclosure width between opposing strip faces is less than receptor width plus 1/4”

(12mm), install backer rods as follows (referring to images below and on previous page):

• clean ledge and sidewalls (11) • using alignment guide, bond backer rod to middle sidewall only

• apply painters tape over flat rim surfaces to avoid smearing silicone over rim (13 and 13a)

• install receptor ensuring the middle backer rod touches the middle strip and the receptor is

positioned centrally between opposing shower walls to ensure opposing joints are of equal width

• roll-press the chosen backer rod into opposing joints as detailed in steps 12a-12c

• install the receptor waste system and test joints for leaks

• if joint widths prevent insertion of backer rod, ensure the silicone’s engagement face with both

the red tinged strip surface and the adjacent receptor sidewall is a minimum of 1/4” (6mm) deep

12a 12b 12c


